
 



The University of Hip-Hop Spray-Painting Apprentice Manual 
Instructions on the Effective Use of the Spray-can 

 
Welcome to the instruction manual for using spray-paint for graffiti writing and graffiti 
artwork.  Lavie Raven and the University of hip-Hop, with the input of expert graffiti writers 
worldwide, developed the exercises in this manual.  The techniques used here specifically 
extend from the Spray Brigade School of painting, where ways of painting have been passed 
down from Zorro, Rafa, and Jecko, of the original Ice Pack crew. 
 
These techniques can be used with youth or artists of all ages, to build their bodies 
(shoulders, arms, forearms, wrists, hands, and fingers) up for painting.  The exercises are 
suggested to all writers as a way of maintaining the body’s painting abilities, and of keeping 
the essential painting body actively engaged in physical and kinesthetic activities related to 
spray-can use. 
 
 

                       

       

   UHipHop/Prograniecze program in Sejny, Poland (2003)   

 
 
 
 



OVERSTANDINGS ABOUT SPRAY-PAINTING 
 

• The spray-can is itself a body.  It is a container of paint mixed with propellant, 
whereby a straw carries the paint from the can out of the cap or nozzle, and onto the 
wall.  

 
• As a body, the spray-can breathes.  The air and paint come out of the spray-can’s 

mouth, and a writer can HEAR the way that a can breathes.  With the proper control 
of the finger and directional painting, one can know the abilities of a writer by 
LISTENING to their can control techniques.  Does the can breathe right?  Is it 
struggling?  Is it forced?  Is it smooth like butter?  

 
• One must learn how to use the entire body for painting.  The painting stance has 

often been compared with fencing.  The body must be able to bend low, reach high, 
and make adjustments, all, within the frame of its physical ability to do so.  A painter 
has a strike box of sorts, which dictates the range that your body can reach from its 
original position.  Reaching beyond that strike box can make painting difficult, so 
know your range of movement and keep your body flexible. 

 
• Repetition is necessary for improvement.  At the beginning a writer needs to hone 

his/her can control skills.  Once you have the ability to control a can (physical 
technique), you can further your style (mental technique) by continually 
experimenting with coloring, letter formation, and new ideas.  It is always important 
to challenge oneself to move beyond what you know best.  It is when you surprise 
yourself, that you make the leaps and bounds as a writer.  Without practice, there can 
be no growth or evolution.  The mind and body must work together to become 
better at painting.  As you improve your physical technique and embrace stylistic 
challenges, eventually you will become one with the spray-can, and your spiritual 
relationship with writing graffiti will take you to places that you have never been 
before. 

 
• There are no mistakes in spray-painting.  Have no fears.  Anything can be repaired, 

and if you’re a real warrior there will be many more days of painting. 
 

 



 UHipHop mural with youth from the Zion Institute/Evanston, Illinois (Summer 2004) 
 
 
 

GETTING READY- PHYSICAL EXERCISES 
 

Form a circle (a cypher) with all of the writers.  The exercise will be done facing one another.  
Be sure to count all exercises aloud together so that the power can be felt in the cypher. 
 
Warm up the body: Begin by jogging and/or doing a set of 25-50 jumping jacks to get the 
body wormed up. 
 
Warm up the arms:  Do 21 full circle turns with your arms, as though you are swimming.  
Stretch your arms as much as possible while doing turns.  Do the turns in both directions.   
Then, do a set of 21 shoulder rolls, to the front and the back.  After completing these 
exercises, shake your shoulders up and down to get the blood flowing. 
 
Warm up your hands:  Begin by clapping your hands together slowly…then speed up the 
clapping…speed it up…then slow down the pace of the clapping until there is none.  
Proceed to rub your hands together, to get the blood flowing in your hands.  This step is 
very important because this how you bring your bodies heat and potent energy to the hands.  
You will feel the warmth in your hands when you are doing this warm-up: this is the 
necessary energy that flows out of your body, through your hands, into the spray-can. 
 
Shake all cans:  Everyone should come together to shake the cans.  Then everyone will be 
given a brick, or a full can for the exercises.  It is preferable to have an object heavier than a 
spray-can, so that the hand is over-challenged.  Then when the spray-can is in your hand, it 
will be lightweight and easy to manipulate.  You will use these bricks for the following 
exercises. 
 
Each of the following exercises emulates motions that writer must make for certain spray-
painting movements.  All students must be sure that their can faces straight ahead, that your 
fingers are on the nozzle, and that you don’t allow the can to stray from a forward painting 
angle.  You must imagine that you are at a train-yard or at a wall painting.  Do not rush 
through the exercises.  The stroke technique used here is not speedy, but paced to the actual 
speed the paint is propelled from the can.  Post up in a stance where your legs are about as 
wide a party as your shoulders, and your knees are slightly bent. 
 
Horizontal Lines:  First, identify your strike box.  Do not reach beyond your opposite 
shoulder when doing this exercise.  Hold the can at chest level, and proceed to carry you arm 
across, as though you are painting a straight horizontal line.  Do not press the nozzle.  This 
is only an exercise.  Proceed to do strokes from left-to-right.  Each stroke must pause at its 
beginning and end.  Do 21 strokes in that direction.  Then, do 21 strokes from right-to-left.  
Switch the brick to the other hand, and do the same exercises with the other hand. 
 
Vertical lines:  Again, identify your strike box.  You will now do imaginary lines from your 
forehead to your waist, down the center of your body.  Do 21 repetitions.  Then, do your 



strokes in the opposite direction, from your waist to your forehead. Switch the brick to the 
other hand, and do the same exercises with the other hand. 
 
Circles:  Holding the brick at face level, you will paint an imaginary circle that goes as low as 
your belly button.  Begin by doing the motions clockwise.  Do 21 repetitions.  Post the can 
at the top of the circle, and go ahead and do 21 reps counterclockwise. Switch the brick to 
the other hand, and do the same exercises with the other hand. 
 
Diagonals:  Hold the brick at shoulder height.  You will now paint imaginary diagonal lines 
from the upper-right corner of your body, to the opposing lower left corner of your body, at 
about waist height.  Proceed to do 21 repetitions.  Then, take the brick and paint imaginary 
lines in the opposite direction.  This exercise requires you to bend you knees more than the 
others, and be sure to aim your can straight at your imaginary surface. 
 
Warm-down:  Put your bricks at your feet.  Do another set of jumping jacks and repeat the 
hand warm-up listed above.  Your hands and arm are now ready and warmed to begin 
painting. 
 

                   
 
 
 

                   
 
 

      
 



University of Chicago Graffiti class (Spring 2005) 
 
 

IMPORTANT PAINTING TIPS: START/STOP TECHNIQUE 
 

• When teaching students how to paint, we use the Spray Brigade start/stop technique.  
This technique requires discipline, and once a writer has mastered the technique, 
he/she can move into other ways of dong strokes.  The most important thing here is 
the STROKE.  Every line that you do is a practice line for your final outline.  In this 
manner the can is completely familiar to your body by the time you have to do the 
best fine art work on you piece.  With this technique, you start to paint a stroke, and 
when you are done, you stop painting.  A line has its beginning and end.  DO NOT 
OVERLAP STROKES.  Your goal is to paint lines better and better each time.  
Even for those just beginning, you will see dramatic results in your painting abilities 
if you apply the start/stop strokes.  This technique also distinguishes messy writers 
from clean writers.  You will be forced to learn how to do straight lines, perfect 
circles, and clean outlines. 

 
• This technique is best taught within a fixed painting space.  Outline off a space (a 

square) and you fill in this square by doing the inner outline of the shape first, and 
then fill in the space with the start/stop stroke technique.  This technique can be 
used to build basic backgrounds for beginning writers.  Instructors should set up 
backgrounds or pieces that students can fill-in, thus learning clean painting within a 
limited space. 

 
• After several specific practice runs (really several days or hours of continual practice), 

students should be given their own space to work with, where they have to apply the 
start-stop technique. 

 
 

 
 
       Muslim Youth Center mural by Raven and youth (Summer 2005) 
 
 



Beautiful pieces can be painted by anyone with the proper training in this spray-painting 
paradigm.  For more information contact Lavie Raven at the University of Hip-Hop (773) 

476-3534 or (773) 535-1350, or e-mail us at universitystronghold@yahoo.com. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 


